Gamified Space C2
Trainer – Blue Force Defender™

Boecore’s Blue Force Defender™ gamified Space C2 trainer applies the best practices of gaming techniques giving players
the motivation to train when they can to keep their operational edge and quickly build Space intuition.

Problem Statement

Instructors training today’s mission planners and operators in schoolhouses are challenged to provide a learning experience
that is engaging, increases skill retention and effectively maintains operational readiness. Classroom courses lack experiences
that promote long-term retention of skills – death by PowerPoint can often be the norm. Students who are charged to master
critical skills have to make the most of the time they devote to training; providing the student with learning tools that they
are motivated to interact with because they are fun to use, adaptive, and challenging bridges the gap between classroom and
operational environments and improves their ability to keep their edge.

Our Solution

Boecore has developed a gamified training experience for Space C2 Operations; one that assimilates knowledge in an engaging
way for more effective skill retention and mastery and combats traditional learning limitations to prevent training from feeling
futile. Blue Force Defender provides an engaging learning experience that encourages users to “play” often from anywhere to
quickly hone their skills and become experts. It provides incentives, modes of play, and levels of competition to encourage
frequent engagement so players maintain operational readiness.
And to ensure effectiveness, data and analytics on performance
against learning objectives and scoring are key features for
instructors along with scenario authoring to easily create
what-if scenarios on the fly. An easy-to-use and secure virtual
environment that is configurable for quick scenario authoring
is critical to keeping the system affordable and extensible, so
students remain challenged as learning objectives evolve.
The Blue Force Defender™ solution has an intuitive game
interface that offers skirmish and campaign modes and
individual and team play modes to promote competition
as players advance. Players are challenged to demonstrate
understanding of learning objectives, Commander’s guidance,
Hands-on, interactive, and adaptive training for
and Blue and Red Force assets as they design defense laydowns
improved engagement and skill retention
and work to beat the clock. The threat and asset modeling &
simulation engine enables rapid visualization of Blue Force laydowns that are flown out against threats in minutes to test out
their effectiveness. Players can run through multiple scenarios quickly and watch each play out in a 3D graphical environment
that puts their defense design to the test and view scores and feedback while checking out rankings on leaderboards.

Some Background

Blue Force Defender™ is a spin-off from a Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) project. With stakeholder feedback from
various DoD schoolhouses and operational mission owners, the system is being extended for multi-domain operations with
the integration of air and space assets. Currently, Boecore is leveraging our expertise in Space operations and C2 systems as
well as our prior work in gamifying defense planning training that bridges the gap between schoolhouse/lab training and the
operational field to develop a Space C2 Operations learning environment for US Government International Partners.

More About the Technology

Boecore’s Blue Force Defender™ solution has foundational game-based mechanics and game quality
performance designed to improve user engagement, skill retention, performance assessment and sustained
operational readiness while reducing time of skill mastery and training costs. Its state-of-the-art game look & feel and rapid
scenario authoring provide more engaging scenarios and improved user interaction for increased learning and retention.
The performance metrics and
learning analytics better assess the
effectiveness of training and allow
instructors to focus and shift learning
goals, improving both student and
instructor satisfaction.
Built on the Unity game engine, the
Blue Force Defender™ is architected
for game play look & feel, features
and speeds and is highly extensible
given a growing selection of add-ons
and assets. By implementing cutting
edge gaming technologies, stateof-the art game-play approaches,
a highly configurable architecture
and a specialized scoring algorithm,
the gamified trainer is designed for
rapid mission tailoring. Currently, air
and Space assets are being added
to support multi-domain operations
Space C2 Operations. The approach
for adaptation to meet Space C2
Operations training needs includes
User-Centered Design and Design
Thinking to accurately identify and
prioritize user needs and pain points.
An Agile software methodology is
followed to rapidly modify and extend
the baseline to develop and deploy
the gamified training solution as
defined in an Minimum Viable Product
(MVP) in collaboration with the enduser. And a DevSecOps factory model
implementing enterprise architectural
elements such as microservices,
containers, and Cloud services is used
for system test and deployment to the
operational production environment.
In just minutes, users can engage in single or multi-player campaigns & skirmishes to hone their skills, compete against
others, earn rewards and badges, and climb to the top of the leaderboard!
Blue Force Defender™ is engaging, cost-effective, and rapidly builds Space C2 intuition.
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